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Siemens expands its portfolio for SF6-free
medium-voltage switchgear
• 8DJH 12 switchgear is expanding the “blue GIS” portfolio in the mediumvoltage range
• “Clean Air” used as the F gas-free insulating medium
• Follows the proven operating concept for load-break switchgear
• Connection to IoT platforms integrated
At this year’s Hannover Messe trade fair, Siemens will present the 8DJH 12, an
additional medium voltage switchgear that uses “Clean Air” as the insulating
medium. “Clean Air” is an insulating gas consisting only of the natural constituents of
ambient air. The new gas-insulated load-break switchgear (ring main unit) thus
combines the sustainability of the “blue GIS” portfolio with the benefits of the proven
8DJH product family. The switchgear is used in public and industrial power grids on
the secondary distribution level.

The medium-voltage switchgear in the 8DJH family meet all requirements for safe
and economical grid operation: compactness, maintenance-free design, and a high
degree of operating and personal safety as well as availability. These benefits are
also retained in the factory-assembled, type-tested, and 3-pole metal-enclosed
8DJH 12 model. The hermetically tight, welded switchgear vessel makes the high
voltage components of the switchgear insensitive to ambient conditions and tight to
the ingress of foreign objects.
With the 8DJH 12 Siemens is also responding to new market requirements: The gas
contained in the switchgear consists only of the natural constituents of ambient air
and insulates the current-carrying conductors inside the housing. The use of “Clean
Air” makes the switchgear easy to handle throughout its entire lifecycle.
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The medium-voltage switchgear operates by remote control, has communication
capabilities, and can be connected to IoT platforms like MindSphere, the cloudbased, open IoT operating system from Siemens as well as to other systems.

The 8DJH 12 is characterized by a rated voltage of up to 12 kilovolts, a rated shortterm current of 20 kiloamperes, and 630 amperes of rated current.
Possible applications are local ring-main units, customer transfer substations and
switching substations of energy providers as well as industrial and infrastructure
facilities that want to use the proven properties of GIS switchgear in their grids along
with insulating media free of fluorinated gas.
“I am pleased that the switchgear in the 8DJH product family have been winning
over customers all over the world for more than ten years now,” says Stephan May,
CEO of the Medium Voltage and Systems Business Unit in the Siemens Energy
Management Division. “By adding the SF6-free 8DJH 12 model to our portfolio, we
are continuing the story of blue GIS medium-voltage switchgear. The switchgear
meets the requirements of tomorrow while providing all the familiar 8DJH
functionalities, such as the proven operating concept for load-break switchgear, the
same compact dimensions, and climate neutrality. Along with sustainability, we are
also taking steps toward digitalization. Our goal is to make a future-viable power
distribution possible for our customers.”

Siemens will present the new switchgear for the first time at Hannover Messe as
part of the “Future Distribution Substation”.

This press release and a press picture are available at
www.siemens.com/press/PR2019030202EMEN
For further information on Division Energy Management, please see
www.siemens.com/energy-management
For further information on the 8DJH 12 switchgear, please see
www.siemens.de/8djh12
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Contact for journalists
Anna Korb
Phone: +49 9131 173 663 7; E-mail: anna.korb@siemens.com

Follow us on Twitter at: www.twitter.com/siemens_press
Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for more than 170 years. The company is active around the globe,
focusing on the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the largest producers of energyefficient, resource-saving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of efficient power generation and power
transmission solutions and a pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions
for industry. With its publicly listed subsidiary Siemens Healthineers AG, the company is also a leading provider of
medical imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging systems – and a
leader in laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2018, which ended on September 30, 2018, Siemens
generated revenue of €83.0 billion and net income of €6.1 billion. At the end of September 2018, the company had
around 379,000 employees worldwide. Further information is available on the Internet at www.siemens.com.
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